5th COLUMN BANKERS IN UK GOVERNMENT - Working to destroy Democracy.
The Infrastructure Fraud.
David Cameron has now spent nearly five years as Prime Minister.
During this time, with George Osborne, he has exercised complete control of the UK Real Economy.
He has implemented Austerity as a means of controlling the UK economy & bringing down the UK sovereign debt.
The UK sovereign debt was incurred by the Bank Crash of 2008 under Gordon Brown’s Labour government.
Also during his time as Prime Minister he has overseen the privatisation of many government contracts to US & UK corporations
And the transfer of billions of UK taxpayers money to The Corporations.
The Illusion of Austerity
Meanwhile he has held the UK Real Economy in a vice like grip.
As The Corporations continued to inflate their profits, sometimes fraudulently, & use tax avoidance mechanisms the
Real Economy was squeezed by; the rise in energy & food prices, low wages, high water charges & the drop in the
value of the pound due to Quantitative Easing. Also the restrictions on unemployment benefits to bring down
unemployment figures and the never to be forgiven, bedroom tax.
The refusal of the banking sector to invest in UK businesses squeezed start ups & existing companies alike. The banks
even compounded this lack of investment by selling flourishing businesses swap loans which bankrupted the
businesses. All while paying themselves huge bonuses for not doing a good job.
Economic Sabotage
Cameron created a bankrupt economy with Austerity for the City of London to profit from..
The governments own regional investment programme for supporting business growth was closed down as were the workshops for the disabled, an action of
pointless viciousness.
While The Corporations had vast profits in their bank accounts & access to 1% loans, in the Real World people were living on their credit cards at 30% &
payday loans at 2,000%.
The now Corporate HMRC has gained authority to drain every personal bank account of funds in a time of “emergency.”
In this way the Cameron Tory government has squeezed the life out of the UK Real Economy
& left thousands begging on the street, homeless.
The London Media.
The London Media has played its part in the Austerity sales pitch while actually working to destroy Democracy & the UK Real Economy.
Informing the public on a daily basis how badly off the UK Economy was doing while missing out the extreme affluence of the Corporate Economy & the
rise in the Stock Exchange .

The Stock Exchange, the Banks & The Corporations have been allowed to flourish by David Cameron & also to operate fraudulently with his restrictions on
implementing Corporate Law & the failure to implement legislative controls.
The New World Order
Crook City of London Bankers are to take over all Public owned; Council Estates, Roads, parks, woodlands, land & public owned institutions.
David Cameron continues to use his position as Prime Minister to place key corporate personnel into the Civil Service & further his career as salesman for
the City of London. (GS)
As the USA Corporations try to take over the EU & the UK with the TTIP (trade agreement)
We now find that the populations of the US/EU/UK are being subjected to a plan created by The New World Order & the Bilderbergs. (see link below)
This plan seems to combine modern techno warfare with feudal Baron Empires in which the world populations, including us, become worker surfs.
The Governments seem to want to declare civil war on their own populations in paranoid fear that the people will enforce Democracy on them & stop their
multiple frauds.
UK MP’s Held to Ransom:
MP’s have been told they must vote to transfer UK Sovereign Infrastructure to the City of London Banks
or the banks will crash the UK Real Economy.
Now that the UK Economy has sunk to its lowest level with the Austerity project, there is a final twist of
the knife by the greedy bankers in The City Of London.
At the same time as The USA Corporations try to over ride Democracy & Justice with the TTIP (trade
agreement) see link below...
The Tory government has come up with The Infrastructure Bill. (See link below...)
This bill, now going through Parliament, has the potential to transfer all UK Public Assets to the City of
London Bankers for Privatisation.
By Public assets I mean the privatisation of the entire UK road system.
Also, every bit of; common land, woodland, park, national parks, lakes, riverside walk.
In fact every public asset which the County Councils, Local Councils & Town Councils now have in their care will be transferred to central Tory
Government & on to the City of London Bankers.
This transfer will also include all public owned buildings & institutions. But the cherry on the cake for the banks & the most sickening betrayal of all for the
public will be the transfer of all Council Estates, Council Housing to be sold off to Private Corporations.
All these public owned assets have been paid for out of generations of taxes paid by the general population.
The Infrastructure Bill is to be made into law before the next election, turning the UK into a Corporate State.
Complete Betrayal
You might say that this is unbelievable. And in a sense it is. No one who has grown up in the shelter of Western Democracy can actually believe that our
Democratic leaders, Civil Servants, Public Servants, The London Media, the Lawyers & Judiciary, County Councils, could actually perpetrate such an
outrageous fraud on the population.

Our innocence & naivety has sheltered us from one of the primal traits of the human species; that the world is governed not by those with strength &
integrity but by psychopathic killers.
We were protected by collective Democratic Justice but the Bankers have circumvented this system & installed
their own.
We are now puppets of The Corporations.
Blackmail
City of London Bankers have demanded the privatisation of Council Estates etc or they will crash the UK
economy.
The Corporate Bankers have taken over the Governments of the USA/EU/UK & the other Gatt countries by a
process of; blackmail, war & fraud. They have honed their skills on foreign nations for centuries & now they are
looking to take over the Western Hemisphere, our land & our countries.
Multi Dimensional Chess.
Having impoverished the UK Real Economy, Cameron & the City of London Bankers have pushed the financial sustainability of the UK economy to the
brink of collapse. This is exactly what they wanted. They can now blackmail everyone with an interest in the continuance of the fraudulent gravy train
economy by claiming that there is another financial crisis coming. Then claim that the only way out of this financial disaster is to reflate the economy by
moving all the UK Sovereign assets into the Corporate Private sector.
The fact that Cameron & his crooks have manipulated this situation while pretending to be Democrats illuminates his salesman like skills in duplicity.
The threat is real but the reasons behind it are not. Cameron himself has engineered the UK economy to the verge of bankruptcy with a combination of asset
stripping for the City of London & Austerity measures for The UK Real Economy.
Unfortunately all the forces of law & order, Justice & defence in the UK have already been corrupted by the USA & they control of our armed forces, our
secret services, the police, Mi5, Mi6 & GCHQ.
So the UK population have no defence against an enemy within or without. In fact as all the laws have been redrawn to control & repress the UK population,
the police are now legally bound to enforce Corporate Law against us.
The Tory Government is playing multi dimensional chess with our land, our roads, our homes, our jobs, you & your children’s lives.
Top Secret Blackmail
Whether Cameron & his Fraudulent Capitalists have actually used the D notice system to conceal their fraud is not known but it is obvious to some that this
blackmail has been imposed as an economic imperative & therefore possibly a matter of National Security.
It is not impossible. In Australia, this year, the D notice system was used to conceal fraud rather than state secrets when six of the directors of the Australian
Central Bank were put on trial for bribery & corruption.
With the London Media with holding any reporting on the situation we have found that even those in power have little idea of the ramifications unfolding.
It has also become obvious that even the local press up & down the UK are owned by the London Establishment & are therefore silent on any of the issues
needing vibrant discussion.

The Solution
The solution to this situation is not particularly complicated. It just requires the installation of a
Democratic government with Honesty, Integrity & Justice & Accountancy to be installed.
The financial profits from decades of war & fraud have given all the money & power to the
sociopaths.
To remove fraud from the world economy is not an impossible task, fraud just needs to be illegal &
enforced.
Similarly the eradication of Tax Havens run by the City of London Bankers all over the world
would bring The Corporations back under the control of International Democratic Justice.
If only the Mi5, Mi6, GCHQ & the SAS were on the side of the “good & the true” this matter could
be resolved in a week.
We should not submit to the dreams & nightmares of psychopathic sociopath maniacs.
Even if it means the collapse of the UK economy we should stand up for what we believe in.
And even if this New World Order attack our populations again with false flag terrorist attacks,
We should know that the people who did this to us was our own government
And not be fooled by the New World Order London Media lies.
Max Wolfe
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